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Evolution of GPCR: change and continuity 
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Torsten Schöneberg1 
 
1Institute of Biochemistry, Medical Faculty, University of Leipzig, Germany 
2Genetics Unit, Department of Biochemistry, University of Oxford, UK 

Abstract 

Once introduced into the very early eukaryotic blueprint, seven-transmembrane receptors 
soon became the central and versatile components of the evolutionary highly successful 
G protein-coupled transmembrane signaling mechanism. In contrast to all other components 
of this signal transduction pathway, G protein-coupled receptors (GPCR) evolved in various 
structural families, eventually comprising hundreds of members in vertebrate genomes. 
Their functional diversity is in contrast to the conserved transmembrane core and the 
invariant set of intracellular signaling mechanisms, and it may be the interplay of these 
properties that is the key to the evolutionary success of GPCR. The GPCR repertoires 
retrieved from extant vertebrate genomes are the recent endpoints of this long evolutionary 
process. But the shaping of the fine structure and the repertoire of GPCR is still ongoing, and 
signatures of recent selection acting on GPCR genes can be made visible by modern 
population genetic methods. The very dynamic evolution of GPCR can be analyzed from 
different perspectives: at the levels of sequence comparisons between species from different 
families, orders and classes, and at the level of populations within a species. Here, we 
summarize the main conclusions from studies at these different levels with a specific focus 
on the more recent evolutionary dynamics of GPCR. 

Introduction 

G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) genes constitute a substantial fraction of genes in 
mammalian genomes [1,2]. They are involved in both, sensory functions like photo- or 
olfactory sensation and regulation of homeostasis including endocrine control of organ 
function or modulation of neuronal functions. Their abundance in most eukaryotic species 
raises the question which properties may account for the evolutionary success of this gene 
family. Phylogenetic analyses demonstrate that the seven-transmembrane (7TM) core 
structure is highly conserved during GPCR evolution, a feature that can be detected by 
quantitative bioinformatics as strong purifying (negative) selection. Indeed, the 7TM bundle 
is used as a structural hallmark for the identification of GPCR in genomic sequences. On the 
other hand, GPCR bind and respond to ligands highly diverse in size and chemical and 
physical properties. Long evolutionary processes have shaped and optimized ligand binding 
and intracellular signaling. Hence, the comparison of orthologous sequences from multiple 
species has been used to identify functionally relevant residues or motifs and elucidate the 
molecular basis of high-affinity ligand binding and signal transduction mechanisms [3]. 
However, our knowledge on GPCR evolution is based on sequences from extant species. As 
most species that ever lived on earth are extinct, the intermediates of the evolutionary 
process are no more accessible and we can only infer the structural properties of ancestral 
sequences. With the current acceleration in high throughput sequencing methods, an 
increasing number of fully sequenced genomes become available. This greatly enhances the 
resolution of phylogenetic research. But what information can we extract from this data for 
the GPCR field? 
Firstly, GPCR are evolutionary old. Specific GPCR signatures can be found in all eukaryotic 
species [4]. This implies that strong negative selection has been continuously acting on 
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members of this gene family for hundreds of millions of years. Secondly, GPCR have 
evolved in five structurally distinct gene families since early metazoan evolution [2,5]. The 
phylogenetic analysis reveals that the number of GPCR in these families differs strongly 
between classes of species. The available genomic data allows both the quantification and 
analysis of diversity of the species-specific GPCR repertoires. There are a number of 
publications on this subject [1,6-10], and in the following section, only a brief outline will be 
given. 

GPCR evolution 

The origin of the 7TM core 
Signaling through 7TM receptors is a feature of eukaryotic organisms but proteins with a 
7TM topology can already be identified in prokaryote genomes. This includes light-sensitive 
proteo-, bacterio- and halorhodopsins that are involved in non-photosynthetic energy 
harvesting in archaea and bacteria [11,12]. In some halobacteria, sensory rhodopsins control 
phototaxis [13]. In contrast to the invariant G protein-dependent intracellular signaling 
pathway in eukaryotes, retinal photoactivation in prokaryotes results in the formation of 
transmembrane proton or chloride gradients that drive membrane-bound ATPases, or in 
interaction with kinases that control flagellar activity. 
Although structurally similar sensory rhodopsins are also found in eukaryotes [14,15], their 
phylogenetic relation to GPCR remains unclear [16]. As the divergence between prokaryotes 
and eukaryotes has taken place roughly 1.2 billion years ago, the sequence similarity 
between the 7TM domains is low and a common origin can not be inferred from sequence 
data. 
The answer to how the 7TM core of eukaryotic GPCR has evolved still needs to be found. 
Interestingly, the highest sequence similarity between the transmembrane helices of 
bacteriorhodopsin and mammalian GPCR is found between non-homologous helices. This 
finding has been explained by some authors with an evolutionary mechanism that involves 
exon shuffling [17]. An alternative hypothesis proposes gene duplication of an ancestral 
three-transmembrane module that gave rise to both helices 1 through 3 and 5 through 7 [18]. 
However, it may remain impossible to reconstruct the primordial 7TM prototype. First, both 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic 7TM proteins have evolved independently for hundreds of 
millions of years with strongly different generation times, environmental selection, 
susceptibilities to mutations and modes of genetic rearrangement [18]. Secondly, at least for 
type 1 microbial rhodopsins, there is good evidence for lateral gene transfer events across 
great evolutionary distances and even between prokaryotes and eukaryotes that further 
complicates the analysis of phylogenic relations [19,20]. 
As introns in protein-coding regions are uncommon in prokaryotes, extant gene structure 
analyses can only guide eukaryotic phylogenetic analysis. Indeed, the exon composition of 
the 7TM core varies strongly both between receptor families and species. In the rhodopsin 
family, introns within the transmembrane domain are found in only 35.5 % of the human 
genes whereas 52.5 % are intronless throughout the protein coding sequence [21]. This is in 
contrast to the invertebrate rhodopsin-family GPCR where the median intron numbers are 2 
and 5 for C. elegans and D. melanogaster, respectively [22]. Phylogenetic analyses suggest that 
the lower intron number in mammalian species is a consequence of rapid gene expansion 
through RNA intermediates [21]. However, the intron patterns observed in the ancestral 
receptor groups do not converge towards a common ancestral gene structure. 
A different situation is found in secretin-family GPCR. Here, introns are frequent and 
specific intron patterns are highly conserved in position and phase between invertebrate and 
vertebrate species [23]. A high number on introns within the 7TM core is also found in 
distinct branches of the metabotropic glutamate-receptor and frizzled families, in which 
introns are otherwise absent or sparse. Notably, in the GABAB receptor group, the 7TM 
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domain contains six introns that are conserved between invertebrate and mammalian 
species. The same is true for the smoothened receptors from the frizzled receptor family. 
Despite the strong phylogenetic conservation within these groups, there is no overlap in the 
gene structure between the GPCR families that would allow the identification of a common 
ancestral 7TM domain in eukaryote evolution. 

Evolution of the five GPCR families 
Members of the GPCR superfamily interact with a broad spectrum of extracellular ligands 
and intracellular signaling molecules. Correspondingly, both the extracellular and 
intracellular portions of the receptor proteins differ greatly in length and sequence. 
Phylogenetic classifications thus rely not only on well-defined functional domains within the 
N- and C-termini but also on the membrane spanning region that is relatively conserved in 
all GPCR. Using these criteria, most mammalian GPCR can be assigned to one of the five 
basic GPCR families: Glutamate (G), Rhodopsin (R), Adhesion (A), Frizzled/Taste2 (F) and 
Secretin (S) [2]. 
Genomic data and functional evidence indicate that members of the glutamate-receptor-like 
family, or class C receptors are present in the parazoon Geodia cydonium that marks early 
metazoan evolution and even in the slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum whose phylogenetic 
origin predates metazoan and fungal evolution about 600 million years ago. The glutamate 
receptor group is thus among the phylogenetically oldest GPCR families.  
The distinctive N-terminal Venus fly trap module of the members of this group that is 
involved in ligand binding has some sequence similarity with the bacterial periplasmic 
amino acid-binding proteins [24]. Glutamate-dependent activation, however, is absent in 
D. discoideum and occurs only at millimolar concentrations in G. cydonium. This suggests that 
glutamate signaling through this receptor family has arisen early in metazoan evolution [25]. 
While in the ancestral forms of class C receptors, amino acid (glutamate, GABA) binding was 
predominant, the glutamate receptor family expanded greatly during vertebrate evolution, 
giving rise to pheromone-, taste-, calcium-sensing- and fish olfactory receptors. 
Conformational changes induced by ligand binding are propagated from the Venus fly trap 
module via cysteine-rich domains in the N terminus to the 7TM domain. In metabotropic 
glutamate receptors, the cysteine-rich domains contain nine critical cysteine residues, eight 
of which are linked by disulfide bridges [26]. Within the transmembrane domain of 
glutamate-receptor-like GPCR, a number of conserved amino acids are also highly conserved 
in rhodopsin-like GPCR indicating a relatively close relation between both families. This 
includes basic amino acids within the third intracellular loop that are involved in receptor 
activation and a motif in TM7 that is related to the N/DP(X)nY motif in rhodopsin-like 
GPCR. 
The typical signature of members of the Adhesion GPCR family, including long N termini 
with multiple O- and S-glycosylation sites, EGF- and GPCR proteolytic (GPS) domains [27], 
can be found in most metazoan species. Interestingly, the unicellular choanoflagellate 
Monosiga brevicollis that is regarded as the closest relative of metazoans expresses GPCR with 
the characteristic GPS domain found in metazoan adhesion GPCR [28,29]. Sequences 
distantly related to adhesion GPCR are also found in fungal and plant genomes [30,31]. 
Adhesion GPCR, like glutamate-receptor-like GPCR, may thus have evolved before 
metazoan evolution. However, experimental evidence for a role in classical G protein-
coupled signal transduction is lacking so far for most members although G-protein binding 
has been shown for the lectomedin receptor and GPR56 [32,33]. 
In mammalians, adhesion GPCR show strong expansion with 31 and 33 members in mouse 
and humans, respectively [34]. Based on sequence features within the 7TM core domain and 
domain composition of the N terminus, these receptors can be further grouped into 8 classes.  
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Interestingly, the number of receptors in the respective classes varies significantly between 
species with half of the mammalian adhesion GPCR genes being clustered in the genome [35-
37]. Both findings point to rapid gene duplication within this family. 
In spite of the structural variability, two classes of adhesion GPCR seem to be highly 
conserved in all bilateral animals and may play a central role in tissue development. This 
includes the cadherin-like family that comprises the vertebrate CELSR (Cadherin, EGF-like, 
LAG-like seven-pass receptor) and Drosophila flamingo/starry night receptors [38-40]. 
Members of this family are involved in the control of cell and tissue polarity and interact 
with wnt/frizzled signaling [41,42]. 
The second highly conserved class comprises members of the lectin-like (latrophilin) family 
named after an unusual domain related to rhamnose-binding lectins. Vertebrate in contrast 
to invertebrate members of this family contain an additional olfactomedin-like domain that 
has been introduced by a domain shuffling process during vertebrate evolution [6]. 
Latrotoxin, the neurotoxin of the Black Widow spider, was shown to bind to these receptors 
but endogenous ligands have not been identified yet. Two of the three mammalian members 
of this family are specifically expressed in brain and were initially suggested to modulate 
synaptic exocytosis [43] but may also regulate developmental functions [44]. 
Phylogenetic analyses of the transmembrane core show a low degree of overall amino acid 
identity between the paralogs of the adhesion GPCR family. This has been interpreted by 
some authors as a sign of lacking functional constraint since the 7TM domain is not involved 
in ligand binding in this family [34]. There are however some highly conserved residues, in 
particular in TM3, a region that has been shown to be essential for transmembrane signaling 
in other GPCR families [45]. 
The Secretin GPCR family has been shown to form a phylogenetic group distinct from the 
adhesion GPCR although both share a similar 7TM core and a conserved N-terminal 
hormone binding (HRM) domain that is implicated in peptide hormone binding. Secretin 
GPCR are likely to be descendants of group V adhesion receptors [9] and are found in all 
bilateria but not in evolutionary older metazoa. Mammalian secretin-family receptors have a 
complex genomic structure with several introns and are subject to alternative splicing [46]. 
With respect to their genomic organization, all deuterostome secretin receptor-family 
orthologs cluster in two families. Phylogenetic comparison to the protostome genes from 
arthropods and nematodes suggests that the common ancestor was like the calcitonin/CGRP 
receptors found in vertebrates [23]. All secretin-like GPCR contain a conserved region within 
the N terminus that plays a pivotal role in ligand binding. This domain includes disulfide 
bridges between six conserved cysteine resides as well as three clusters of hydrophobic side 
chains including two conserved tryptophan residues that define its tertiary structure [47]. 
Between the first and second extracellular loops, two conserved cysteine residues form an 
additional disulfide bond, a feature that is also conserved in rhodopsin-like GPCR. In 
contrast to rhodopsin-like GPCR, however, many of which appear to rely on internal 
hydrophobic sequences for plasma membrane targeting, most secretin-like GPCR possess an 
N-terminal signal peptide [48]. 
Members of the Frizzled-like receptor family are identified in sponges [49,50], cnidaria [51-
53] and placozoa (Trichoplax adherens) [54] and have been regarded as an innovation of 
multicellular metazoan evolution [53]. There is no species specific expansion in number 
within this family. Among all GPCR, frizzled receptors are the most highly conserved, which 
is in agreement with their crucial role in eumetazoan ontogenesis including regulation of cell 
proliferation, cell polarity, gastrulation and tissue formation. 
In contrast to this view, the genome of the slime mold Dictyostelium that forms a 
multicellular organism only at certain stages of its lifecycle contains genes that are related to 
frizzled receptors. Some of these contain N-terminal cysteine-rich and C-terminal KTXXXW 
domains that mediate Wnt ligand binding and β-catenin-dependent signaling, respectively, 
in metazoans [55]. Although no functional data is available for the Dictyostelium orthologs, 
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this implies that the phylogenetic origin of the frizzled receptor family precedes metazoan 
evolution. 
The Rhodopsin-like GPCR family forms the largest GPCR subfamily in vertebrates, and 
receptors from this family bind ligands as chemically diverse as small molecular amines, 
purines, lipids, peptides, large glycoproteins or sense light through a retinal moiety. With the 
exception of the glycoprotein hormone receptors, ligand binding is thought to occur in the 
extracellular portion of the transmembrane helix bundle and does not involve the 
N terminus that is generally shorter than in the other GPCR families. 
Rhodopsin-like GPCR feature a conserved TM core with typical E/DRY and N/DP(X)nY 
motifs on the border of TM3 and ICL2 and TM7, respectively, that are present in almost all 
members of this family (for more details on conserved structural determinants see [56]). 
GPCR with this signature are identified in all bilateria but also in cnidaria which implies that 
rhodopsin-like GPCR evolved before the protostome-deuterostome split, 570-700 Myr ago. 
The higher number of GPCR in vertebrate compared to invertebrate genomes is mainly 
caused by a continuous expansion of the rhodopsin-like group during vertebrate evolution 
[1]. Within rhodopsin-like receptors, a phylogenetically old subfamily can be identified that 
according to its prominent feature is referred to as leucine-rich repeat-containing GPCR. 
Members of this group can already be identified in molluscs, nematodes and cnidaria [57-59] 
and include glycoprotein and relaxin receptors. They share a long N terminus that contains 
leucine-rich repeats flanked by cysteine-rich sequences [60]. This ligand-binding ectodomain 
has evolved independently from the 7TM core and its folding properties suggest that it was 
linked to the 7TM core through genomic rearrangement. 

GPCR repertoires 

A striking feature of GPCR evolution is their highly dynamic repertoire in eukaryotic 
organisms. Invertebrate genomes contain the basic ancestral repertoire of vertebrate GPCR 
genes, and the origin of the five GPCR subfamilies dates back to early metazoan evolution. 
However, in vertebrate evolution there is a strong expansion in the number and diversity of 
receptors within all families and particularly in the rhodopsin family [1]. There are notable 
exceptions like the massive chemosensory receptor inventories that disproportionally 
contribute to the C. elegans  [1] and Anopheles [61] GPCR portfolios. 
Expansion of genes can occur through different genetic mechanisms. Interestingly, the 
prevalent mechanism in GPCR expansion is gene duplication followed by independent 
evolution of the copies. This is in contrast to other gene families, like the immune globulins, 
where diversity is mainly created by genomic rearrangement of hypervariable elements or to 
other genes where extensive alternative splicing generates proteins with different properties. 
There is evidence that in early vertebrate evolution, two independent rounds of genome 
duplication supplied the genomic material for GPCR expansion [62]. These events occurred 
during chordate evolution after the split of the urochordate and cephalochordate lineages 
but before the radiation of extant jawed vertebrates [63]. An additional whole genome 
duplication may have occurred in the teleost lineage after its split from the tetrapod lineage, 
from which only a subset has been retained in modern teleost genomes [64]. Coelacanth, that 
is considered a close relative to tetrapods, however shows no evidence for whole genome 
duplication [65]. It is interesting that after whole genome duplication events, non-
chemosensory GPCR genes were retained with a higher probability than expected [66]. This 
may indicate that GPCR signaling as such is positively selected for, a finding that 
corresponds with the general expansion of GPCR in more complex species. 
Alternative duplication events may affect single genes or whole chromosomes. Indeed, 
conserved synteny indicates that chromosomal duplication generated a set of paralogous 
genes on chromosomes 4 and 5 including the dopamine and adrenergic receptor paralogs, 
DRD5 and DRD1 and ADRA2C and ADRA1, respectively [67]. 
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A number of GPCR subfamilies that were subject to independent rapid yet species-specific 
expansion, including olfactory [68-70], chemokine [71], aminergic [72], trace amine-
associated (TAAR) [73,74], vomeronasal [75] and nucleotide receptor-like receptors [76], 
occur in clusters within the vertebral genomes and are often arranged in a tandem fashion. 
This implies a duplication mechanism that is confined to a genomic region. Mechanisms of 
this kind are extensively studied in prokaryotes and may involve imperfect recombination 
events during genome replication with or without circular DNA intermediates [77]. There is 
evidence that similar mechanisms may underlie gene amplification in eukaryotes [78]. 
An interesting theory on the specific expansion of olfactory, chemosensory, arthropod 
gustatory and pheromone receptors was proposed by Fredriksson et al. [1]. These GPCR 
share a compact structure with short N termini and small molecule ligands. This may reduce 
the structural constraints for ligand binding and enhance the evolutionary survival of 
duplicated genes. 
On the phylogenetic scale, there are also lineage-specific episodes of loss of receptor 
diversity and pseudogenization. Gene duplicates are subject to opposing evolutionary forces. 
Duplicates may mutate and acquire new functionality that drives positive selection while the 
ancestral paralog maintains the ancestral function. On the other hand, disadvantageous 
mutants will be eliminated from the population and neutral evolution may lead to the 
elimination of gene copies that contain non-advantageous mutations. Release of selective 
pressure results in the acquisition of further mutations which increases the ratio of non-
synonymous to synonymous substitution rates (Ka/Ks) in the gene duplicate [79]. Eventually, 
products of this process can be identified in the genome as pseudogenes in which the 
ancestral gene can still be recognized but nonsense or frame shift mutations are 
unambiguous signs of functional inactivation. In the case of TAAR, phylogenetic estimates 
suggest that accumulation of such obvious features takes roughly 7-10 Myr of neutral 
evolution [80]. However, missense mutations that impair protein function may render a gene 
functionally inactive although there is none of the critical pseudogene features present. This 
has been described for a number of GPCR including chemoattractant and olfactory receptors 
[81-83]. Unless tested in functional assays, these pseudogenes thus escape detection. 
Consequently, the number of pseudogenes may be strongly underestimated by genomic 
analyses alone. 
In humans, pseudogenization is particularly frequent in odorant GPCR (OR) with 63 % of the 
roughly 900 OR showing obvious structural features of inactivation [84]. In the mouse 
genome, only 20 % of the OR genes are pseudogenes [85]. A similar degree of 
pseudogenization has been observed for human bitter taste and pheromone receptors [86,87]. 
It has been speculated that the evolution of trichromatic color vision has relaxed the 
functional constraints for these receptor groups in hominoids and other Old World monkeys 
[88-90]. 
What are the evolutionary advantages of an increase in GPCR number? Comparing 
invertebrates and vertebrates, one can observe a correlation between the repertoire of GPCR 
families and complexity of the organism [10]. However, most GPCR do not play a primary 
vital role in the organism. More than 50 % of knockout mice of individual GPCR display no 
or a moderate phenotype unless challenged with extreme conditions [91,92]. A larger GPCR 
repertoire provides the living organism with more sensory information towards the 
environment or allows for more complex homeostatic regulation. This may permit better 
behavioral adaptation to environmental conditions. A larger number of GPCR genes also 
supplies more genetic material that may be subject to evolutionary changes and enhance 
adaptation on the evolutionary level. 
In summary, phylogenetic analyses are important tools in GPCR research that have given us 
information about the origin of GPCR, the evolution of the five subgroups and structure-
function relations in ligand binding and signaling. However, it is difficult to reconstruct the 
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evolutionary forces that have shaped the receptor repertoires from phylogenetic 
comparisons alone. 

Signatures of selection 

Extant species define the current endpoints of long lineage-specific evolution that involved 
genetic drift as well as selection. Indeed, many evolutionary old GPCR genes including the 
rhodopsins share strong conservation between distantly related species and have low Ka/Ks 
ratios throughout their coding regions particularly in the highly conserved 7TM region 
[86,93,94]. This finding is indicative of continuous negative selection. However, it is not 
always possible to identify true orthologs from distantly related species like, for example, 
vertebrates and invertebrates. During their independent evolution, different selective 
pressures have acted on orthologs, producing species-specific receptor repertoires, and 
ligand-receptor co-evolution may have shaped the specific receptor response to a given 
ligand. 
Likewise, the positive selection mechanisms that led to fixation of paralogous genes or 
pseudogenization can not be reproduced from phylogenetic sequence comparisons. Some 
studies have tried to infer causalities, for example the loss of olfactory GPCR [95] in response 
to the advent of trichromatic vision in primates [96]. Large scale degeneration of olfactory 
GPCR genes is found in cetaceans (dolphins, whales), which have secondarily adapted to a 
marine habitat and have lost or greatly reduced their sense of smell acquired in terrestrial 
environments [97]. 
Taken together, using phylogenetic data, it is difficult to prove how variation of a gene has 
generated an evolutionary advantage under certain environmental circumstances. Therefore, 
the identification of specific selection mechanisms remains the most challenging task in 
evolution research. 

The population genetics view 
A complementary approach to phylogenetic sequence comparisons is the analysis of genetic 
variation within a population. Population genetics models predict that rapid selection leaves 
footprints in closely linked genomic regions (selective sweeps) that can be detected in single 
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data by bioinformatics methods [98]. Recently, large-scale 
SNP datasets from selected human population samples [99] and other species [100] have 
been made available in the International Haplotype Map (HapMap), Perlegen Sciences and 
other projects. They are used to scan the human genome for signatures of recent positive 
selection [101] . Commonly analyzed parameters include the reduction in genetic diversity, 
frequency of derived alleles, allele frequency differences between populations and haplotype 
length (for further reading see [102]). Such analyses allow the identification of signatures of 
selection within one species even before selected genes become fixed in the population. 
Furthermore, SNP analysis does not discriminate between coding and non-coding regions 
and can thus identify natural selection irrespective of the genomic area. However, a 
challenging problem of this approach remains the clear distinction between positive selection 
and neutral effects like genetic drift, bottleneck-, founder- and other demographic 
phenomena [81]. 
The meta-analysis of genome-wide SNP studies in humans reveals a number of genomic 
regions with strong signatures of positive selection that contain GPCR genes (Table 1). This 
includes chemosensory receptors, receptors that are involved in immune defense and, as 
expected from phylogenetic data, receptors of the adhesion receptor family (BAI3, CELSR1, 
GPR64/HE6). However, owing to methodological reasons, this approach has a limited 
genomic resolution and can not identify the action of selection on separate genes.  
Interspecies and population genetic analyses were applied also to other species in order to 
extract information on adaptive changes in GPCR. In Drosophila for example, the methusalah 
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(mth) gene codes for a GPCR that has been associated with regulation of stress response and 
lifespan [103]. A population genetics study in different Drosophila species [104] revealed that 
there is both unusually high divergence in the intra- and extracellular loop domains of the 
receptor protein between the closely related species, and signatures of temporally and 
spatially variable selection on the mth locus within different populations of D. melanogaster. 
Both findings strongly suggest recent adaptive evolution of the mth GPCR gene. 
SNP datasets can not only be used for the identification of genomic regions that have been 
subject to recent selection but also to correlate pheno- and genotypical features in a 
population sample. Several large-scale genome-wide association (GWA) studies in human 
cohorts, phenotyped for diseases or disease predispositions, and in mice have been recently 
performed (further readings [105,106]). They often revealed known, and sometimes formerly 
unrecognized genes/loci that are parts of pathways involved in complex phenotypic traits. 
Not unexpectedly, GPCR are frequently found in such hypothesis-free analyses. For 
example, variations in the thyreotropin-releasing hormone receptor- and GPR133 genes have 
been shown to be associated with low lean body mass [107] and body height [108]. 
The analysis of genetic variation in population samples has doubtlessly proven its power to 
point at genes that are potentially involved in complex functions. This enhances the 
methodical repertoire in a way that is more physiological than experimental genetic methods 
in which specific gene inactivation in animals represents an extreme functional endpoint. 

Selection acting on GPCR genes 
Genome-wide approaches usually identify genomic regions/loci where specific signatures 
suggest the action of selection, but not specific genes. To detect evolutionary selection on 
individual genes, other methods must be employed. A number of studies demonstrate 
increases in frequency of distinct non-synonymous polymorphisms that are located within 
the coding region of odorant and taste receptors in human and other vertebrate populations 
[87,109-111]. In many cases, this was implicated in altered ligand binding or signal 
transduction properties in the derived allele. For example, the bitter-taste receptor TAS2R16 
[111] like other bitter-taste receptors [110] was found to display an excess of evolutionary 
derived alleles in the human population at the non-synonymous site Lys172Asn. Functional 
studies demonstrated that the derived allele has a higher sensitivity toward harmful 
cyanogenic glycosides than the ancestral mammalian variant [111]. The improved 
recognition of natural toxins may have conferred an important advantage at the early stage 
of human evolution and thus driven the increase in frequency of the Asn172 allele in the 
human population. 
A well documented example for selection is the melanocortin type 1 receptor (MC1R) gene. 
MC1R controls pigmentation of skin and hair [112]. In African populations, strong purifying 
selection is found in the Mc1r gene whereas there is a substantial increase in genetic diversity 
in Europeans and Asians. Many of the non-African variants are associated with reduced 
intracellular signaling which leads to lighter skin and hair color [113,114]. This is commonly 
interpreted as a consequence of relaxed constraint considering that protection from sunlight 
is less relevant in non-equatorial regions [113,115]. It is unclear whether positive selection of 
dysfunctional alleles may have played an additional role in MC1R evolution. Alleles 
associated with reduced MC1R activity were also found in pleistocene species including 
Neanderthals [116] and mammoths [117] in which reduced pigmentation may have 
promoted cutaneous vitamin D synthesis under extreme climate conditions during ice ages. 
The opposite situation was found in rock pocket mice that are generally light-colored and 
live on light-colored rocks. However, populations of dark (melanic) mice are found on dark 
lava substrates. Association studies identified four non-synonymous sites within the Mc1r 
gene that are present at high frequency in the melanic population [118]. 
Another example refers to the V2 vasopressin receptor (V2R) which regulates renal water 
reabsorption. There is evidence that structural changes in the marsupial V2R resulted in a 
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gain of V2R function and thus may be advantageous in maintaining water and electrolyte 
homeostasis for marsupials living in arid habitats [119]. 

Positive selection on the null-allele 
The clearest lines of evidences for positive selection come from loss-of-function gene 
variants. Evolutionary advantage through loss-of-function in MC1R has been clearly shown 
for beach mice in Florida [120,121] and a lizard species in the Chihuahuan Desert [122,123]. 
Both species have specifically adapted to their sand dune habitats by a lighter coat color than 
their wild type counterparts. As shown in Table 1, genomic regions with clear signatures of 
selection contain a number of GPCR pseudogenes. Thus, positive selection on null alleles 
may play a more important role in adaptation than previously appreciated. 
As another example, the FY*O allele at the Duffy locus is at or near fixation in sub-Saharan 
Africa but rare in other parts of the world [124]. The Duffy antigen which is a chemokine 
receptor acts as a co-receptor for the cell entry of Plasmodium vivax. Mutation studies have 
shown that inactivation of Duffy leads to resistance to infections by P. vivax [125]. Selection 
on the null-allele is probably involved in the evolution of the chemoattractant-like receptor 
GPR33 [81,83]. In the chemoattractant-like receptor GPR33, that appeared in the mammalian 
genome more than 125-190 Myr ago, pseudogenization was found in humans, which 
occurred less than 1 Myr ago. Interestingly, independent inactivation events could be 
identified in hominoids and some rodent species [81] in a similar timeframe. As 
simultaneous pseudogenization in different species due to neutral drift is very unlikely, a 
common selection process like a rodent-hominoid-specific pathogen was speculated [81]. A 
similar situation was found in TAAR that possibly function as chemosensory receptors in 
olfactory epithelia [74,126]. Two paralogs of this family, TAAR3 and TAAR4 independently 
became pseudogenized in great apes and New World monkeys on a comparable time scale 
on different continents (Stäubert/Schöneberg unpublished data). Given their coincidence, a 
common exogenous trigger is a likely cause for these unconnected events. 

Conclusion 

The recent advances in genotyping and next generation sequencing methods have greatly 
accelerated the availability of genetic data from both a growing number of species as well as 
individuals from different populations within one species. When sequence information from 
different species first became available, evolutionary GPCR research focused on the 
phylogeny of 7TM proteins and the origin of GPCR. From this, we have learned which GPCR 
families are evolutionary old and which receptor groups underwent substantial expansion 
and pseudogenization during evolution. One interesting conclusion is that, while some 
GPCR appear to be essential for eukaryotic life, the distinctive property of GPCR genes to 
readily adapt to new sensory functions may represent an evolutionary advantage per se. 
However, one general drawback of the phylogenetic approach is the lack of information, 
what evolutionary forces and environmental conditions have shaped the species-specific 
GPCR repertoires. Population genetics data provides a complementary concept. Although 
the evolutionary distance between population groups of one species is smaller and the extent 
of environmental adaptation is lower and thus more difficult to detect, selection processes 
can be quantitatively observed by bioinformatics methods.  
Genome-wide association studies have supplied candidate genes for GPCR-associated 
phenotypes and sequence analyses have identified signatures of selection in distinct genomic 
regions. Accordingly, these methods are suitable tools for the identification of previously 
unrecognized roles of GPCR and for the generation of hypotheses on how adaptation occurs 
on the gene level. However, the holy grail of GPCR genetics remains the demonstration of a 
causal link between genetic variation and altered receptor function. To this end, functional 
experiments are indispensable and studies that clearly demonstrate species adaptation to 
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environmental conditions on a molecular level are still sparse. In future studies, full-genome 
sequences instead of genotyping markers like SNP will greatly enhance the resolution of 
population genetics studies and identify polymorphisms in GPCR genes that have been 
previously undetected or that represent rare alleles. 
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Tables 

Table 1: Potentially selected GPCR genes in the evolution of modern human populations 
identified in genome-wide studies.  
The following methods, mainly testing for positive selection, were applied: Ka/Ks: rate of 
non-synonymous to the rate of synonymous substitutions; CLR: composite likelihood ratio; 
EHH: extended haplotype homozygosity; iHS: integrated haplotype score; Rsb: relative 
integrated EHH of a site between populations; XP-EHH: cross population EHH; LRH: long-
range haplotype; FST: fixation index; *: selection candidates as determined by two or more 
different detection methods; Ψ: pseudogenes 
 

GPCR genes Data source Detection 
Method 

Reference 

LGR8, CYSLTR2, OR2B2, OR5I1, 
OR2W1 

Gene coding regions of human and 
chimpanzee 

Ka/Ks  [93] 

CXCR4*, GPR73 SNP data from HapMap1 (analysis 
restricted to chromosome 2) 

CLR [101] 

Africans: GPR34, GPR82, OR4C2P 
Ψ, OR4C3, OR4C4P Ψ, OR4C5 Ψ, 
OR5T2, OR8J2 Ψ, OR8K5, OR8V1P 
Ψ, OR10V2P Ψ, OR10Y1P Ψ 
Europeans: OR2AK2, OR2L1P 
Ψ,OR2L2, OR2L5 Ψ, OR2L9P Ψ, 
OR2L13  
Asians: GRM3*, GRM8* 

SNP data from HapMap1 iHS  
(EHH based) 

[127] 

GRM6, TAS1R1, GPR111*, 
PTGER4, OR2A14, OR5D18, 
OR51D1, OR52W1 

Gene coding regions of human and 
chimpanzee 

Ka/Ks [128] 

Europeans: CXCR4*, CXCR7, 
NPY1R, GPR65, GPR151, DRD5  
Asians: BAI3*, GRM3*, GPR65 

SNP data from HapMap2 and 
Perlegen Sciences project 

Rsb  
(EHH based)  

[129] 
 

Europeans: GPR64* 
Asians: CELSR1* 

SNP data from HapMap2 XP-EHH [130] 

Africans: BAI3*, OR52A1, OR52A4, 
OR52A5, OR4K1, OR4K5 
Europeans: GPR64*, GPR177, 
TACR3, OR4K1, OR4K5 
Asians: GPR111*, GPR115, 
OR4A47* 

SNP data from HapMap2 LRH and/or 
iHS  
(EHH based) 

[99] 

Africans: OR4P4 
Asians: OR9K2, MC2R 

SNP data from Perlegen Sciences 
project 

CLR  [131] 

PTGER3, GRM7, GRM8*, LGR7, 
BAI3*, P2RY2, ADORA2B, CELSR1*, 
OR52K2  

SNP data from HapMap2 FST  [132] 

 


